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ABSTRACT
Metabolic flux augmentation via glucose transport activation
may be desirable in glucose transporter 1 (Glut1) deficiency
syndrome (G1D) and dementia, whereas suppression might
prove useful in cancer. Using lung adenocarcinoma cells that
predominantly express Glut1 relative to other glucose transport-
ers, we screened 9,646 compounds for effects on the accumula-
tion of an extracellularly applied fluorescent glucose analog. Five
drugs currently prescribed for unrelated indications or preclinically
characterized robustly enhanced intracellular fluorescence. Addi-
tionally identified were 37 novel activating and nine inhibitory com-
pounds lacking previous biologic characterization. Because few
glucose-related mechanistic or pharmacological studies were
available for these compounds, we developed a method to quan-
tify G1D mouse behavior to infer potential therapeutic value. To
this end, we designed a five-track apparatus to record and evalu-
ate spontaneous locomotion videos. We applied this to a G1D
mouse model that replicates the ataxia and other manifestations
cardinal to the human disorder. Because the first two drugs that
we examined in this manner (baclofen and acetazolamide) ex-
erted various impacts on several gait aspects, we used deep
learning neural networks to more comprehensively assess

drug effects. Using this method, 49 locomotor parameters dif-
ferentiated G1D from control mice. Thus, we used parameter
modifiability to quantify efficacy on gait. We tested this by
measuring the effects of saline as control and glucose as G1D
therapy. The results indicate that this in vivo approach can es-
timate preclinical suitability from the perspective of G1D loco-
motion. This justifies the use of this method to evaluate our
drugs or other interventions and sort candidates for further
investigation.

SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT
There are few or no activators and few clinical inhibitors of glu-
cose transport. Using Glut1-rich cells exposed to a glucose an-
alog, we identified, in highthroughput fashion, a series of novel
modulators. Some were drugs used to modify unrelated pro-
cesses and some represented large but little studied chemical
compound families. To facilitate their preclinical efficacy char-
acterization regardless of potential mechanism of action, we
developed a gait testing platform for deep learning neural
network analysis of drug impact on Glut1-deficient mouse
locomotion.

Introduction
Glucose is the principal metabolic fuel used by cells through-

out the organism. This is particularly relevant in neural and can-
cer cells, which exhibit elevated glycolysis rates associated with
normal functional activity or with survival and proliferation,

respectively. Glucose enters many of these cells predominantly
via the facilitative membrane transporter Glut1 (glucose trans-
porter 1). This transporter is subject to haploinsufficiency,
downregulation, or upregulation in neurologic and oncological
diseases. For example, diminished Glut1 expression and brain
glucose content is a hallmark of glucose transporter 1 deficiency
syndrome (G1D) (Pascual et al., 2002; Rajasekaran et al., 2022)
and various types of dementia (Rosenberg and Pascual, 2020),
whereas elevated Glut1 expression can signify cancer growth, in-
vasiveness, or adaptation (DeBerardinis and Chandel, 2016).
Thus, there is a longstanding interest in stimulating or sup-
pressing glucose flux into neural or cancer cells via Glut1 or
other mechanisms.
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G1D is often associated with glucose-responsive encephalop-
athy (Pascual and Ronen, 2015). The disease usually stems
from partial or complete loss of function (or haploinsufficiency)
of only one copy of the slc2a1 gene (Pascual et al., 2008). De-
spite the presence of other glucose transporters in the brain,
Glut1 virtually constitutes the obligate or principal facilitator
of glucose flux across red blood, blood-brain barrier, and cere-
bral glial cells. Consequently, in G1D there is most likely pro-
gressively decreased glucose flux through a series of cellular
compartments that span from circulating red blood cells or
plasma to neural cells. This results in metabolic substrate dep-
rivation of the brain (Marin-Valencia et al., 2013).
The clinical expression of G1D represents a multiform neu-

rologic disease with infantile onset. Despite constituting a dis-
order studied by numerous investigators (Klepper et al., 2020)
and one for which an informative stable DNA antisense mouse
model exists (Marin-Valencia et al., 2012, 2013; Rajasekaran
et al., 2022), G1D has proven incompletely or inadequately
treatable. Paradoxically, most antiseizure drugs aggravate or
are ineffective against seizures when they are present (Wang
et al., 1993; Rajasekaran et al., 2022). Current therapies thus
include a modified Atkins diet, a ketogenic diet, or a regular
diet supplemented with triheptanoin (Pascual et al., 2014), the
latter of which remains under investigation (clinical trial
NCT03181399). Despite seizure amelioration in two-thirds of
G1D individuals who tolerate a ketogenic diet, none of the
treatments are fully effective (Hao et al., 2017). Further, the
diet can prove detrimental for seizures in a small fraction of
patients (n 5 5 of 220 patients; J. M. Pascual, clinical observa-
tions). Thus, alternative or additional treatments are needed
(Klepper et al., 2020).
This, and the desire to augment cellular glucose influx in de-

mentia and to suppress it in cancer, provided the motivation
to identify novel modulators of glucose transport. We therefore
tested a series of compounds for effect on the accumulation of
a glucose analog reporter in cultures of the pulmonary squa-
mous adenocarcinoma cell line HCC95. These cells express
Glut1 at about 10-fold greater abundance than all other glu-
cose transporters combined (Goodwin et al., 2017b).
Numerous compounds exhibited glucose transport modula-

tory activity. However, prior information on Glut1- or glucose
transport–relevant actions for most of them was lacking. Thus,
instead of proceeding to characterize the compounds in mecha-
nistic terms, we reasoned that their impact on the G1D mouse
phenotype could constitute an expeditious and effective prelim-
inary sorting criterion. To this end, we used the cited G1D
mouse model, which harbors about 50% residual Glut1 activ-
ity, in line with human observations (Marin-Valencia et al.,
2012). Importantly, G1D persons almost invariably exhibit mo-
tor dysfunction, and this is replicated by the mouse model.
Thus, this mouse phenotype could constitute a robust test bed
to evaluate the drugs. Because of ataxia, the G1D mice proved
unsuitable for rotarod testing but could be evaluated by assess-
ment of spontaneous locomotion via the measurement of body
part spatial relations during motion. While measuring these
relations for the first two drugs (acetazolamide and baclofen),
we observed differential effects on various measures of gait,
indicating that individual body part movements are not
uniformly amenable to modulation. Thus, to facilitate and ex-
pand this analysis, we drew upon a machine learning assis-
ted method that we previously developed for rotarod motor
evaluation (Jakkamsetti et al., 2021) using deep learning

neural networks. This allowed for the identification of 49
locomotor parameters that differentiated G1D from control,
which were differentially sensitive to treatment with saline
as control or glucose as therapy. Altogether, the results of
our screening and analysis method suggest that numerous
prescription and other unsuspected drugs can exert glucose
transport stimulation or inhibition and that locomotor testing
in G1D mice is suitable for their sorting.

Materials and Methods
High-Throughput Screening

High-throughput screening (HTS) was performed at the High-
Throughput Screening Shared Core at University of Texas (UT)
Southwestern.

Chemical Libraries. We used the Prestwick Chemical Library
(1200 compounds in clinical use), National Institutes of Health (NIH)
Clinical Collection (446 compounds in clinical use or used in previous
clinical trials), and the UT Southwestern Diversity Pilot Library (9967
compounds that are a diversity-based subset of the larger UT South-
western Medical Center chemical library, which contains �200,000
druglike compounds). The Diversity Pilot Library includes druglike
molecules in accord with Lipinski’s Rule of Five (Lipinski et al., 2001).
All compound libraries were maintained in 100% dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO) at �20�C.

HTS Assay. Glucose assay in cells employed a Glucose Uptake
Cell-Based Assay Kit (catalog number 600470; Cayman, Inc.) essen-
tially as described by the manufacturer using the non–small-cell lung
cancer (NSCLC) cell HCC95 (Goodwin et al., 2017b). The assay was
optimized for a 384-well-plate format as follows. HCC95 cells were
plated at a final density of 8500 cells per well into 384-well plates (cat-
alog number 781091; Greiner, Inc.) in 60 ll of growth medium (RPMI-
1640 medium, catalog number A1049101; Fisher Scientific Inc.) plus
5% fetal bovine serum (catalog number S11150; Atlanta Biologicals,
Inc.) and incubated overnight at 37�C (5% CO2). The medium was
then removed using an EL-406 plate washer (Agilent, Inc.), and the
cells were washed once with phosphate-buffered saline. Glucose-free
medium (55 ll) was added to each well using a MicroFlo dispenser
(Agilent, Inc.). The library compounds were added at a final concentra-
tion of 2.5 lM to columns 3–22 of each assay plate with an Echo655
(Beckman-Coulter, Inc.). This concentration was informed by the
inhibitory constant (Ki) of common Glut1 inhibitors (typically 1–10 lM)
(Meyer et al., 2018). DMSO was added to columns 1, 2, and 23. Col-
umns 2 and 23 served as vehicle control. The cells were then incubated
for 24 hours at 37�C (5% CO2).

Fluorescently labeled (2R,3R,4S,5R)-3,4,5,6-tetrahydroxy-2-((7-
nitrobenzo[c][1,2,5]oxadiazol-4-yl)amino)hexanal (2-NBDG) (https://
pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/compound/2-nbdg) was used as reporter
or surrogate of glucose transport. 2-NBDG was added to column 1
of each assay plate (as positive control) to a final concentration of
900 lM and 300 lM in columns 2–23. The concentration of 300 lM
was selected based on the kit manufacturer’s recommendation.
Because positive controls of glucose uptake have not been described,
a 3-fold greater concentration of 2-NBDG (900 lM) was used as a
positive control. The final concentration of DMSO in all wells was
0.5%. After addition of 2-NBDG, assay plates were incubated for
20 hours at 37�C (5% CO2). Afterward, the assay plates were centri-
fuged for 5 minutes at 400 g at room temperature, and the growth
medium was exchanged for 100 ll of cell-based assay buffer with
propidium iodide using an EL406 Plate Washer (Agilent, Inc.)
following the manufacturer’s instructions (Cayman, Inc.). Assay plates
were then centrifuged at 400 g for 5 minutes at room temperature.
The cell-based assay buffer was aspirated and replaced with 60 ll of
cell-based assay buffer (without propidium iodide) using an EL406
plate washer and imaged on an INCell Analyzer 6000 (Molecular
Devices, Inc.) for 2-NBDG (excitation/emission: 485/535 nm) and for
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propidium iodide–stained cells (excitation/emission: 488/650 nm).
After excluding dead (i.e., propidium iodide–positive) cells from
quantitation, the 2-NBDG signal was measured using CellProfiler
(Jones et al., 2008) (Fig. 1).

Analysis of HTS Data. The Screener analysis suite (version 16;
Genedata, Inc.) was used as described (Zhang et al., 2015). Com-
pound activities were summarized as percent (%) effect relative
to test population (compound library wells), and robust Z scores

Fig. 1. High-throughput screening for modulators of glucose transport in HCC95 cells. (A) Heat map of activities observed in the primary screen
with the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved drugs collection from Prestwick Chemical, Inc. The map was generated in the Ana-
lyzer module of the Screener software suite (version 16; Genedata, Inc.), where red, white, and blue wells indicate activities greater than, equal
to, and less than, respectively, the robust mean of the library wells. The positive activities are presented in columns 1 and 23, and the DMSO
activities are in columns 22 and 46 (as labeled under the image). (B) Quantile-quantile plot of screening results for the 8000-compound subset
and the FDA-approved drugs collection. Robust Z scores (RZ scores) were calculated for each library compound and rank ordered from low to
high. Red symbols indicate compounds with RZ scores >3 (activators) and <�3 (inhibitors).
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(RZ scores) were calculated as previously (Wu et al., 2008). In
brief, we used Genedata’s Screener analysis suite to determine a
robust mean (lp) and standard deviation (rp) for the test popula-
tion (chemical library compounds) on each assay plate. We then
determined the RZ score for each compound using the following
equation:

RZ score5
ðxijp � mpÞ

sp
(1)

where xijp is the normalized activity x of the compound in
row i and column j on plate p, lp is the robust mean of all
compound wells on plate p, and rp is the robust standard
deviation of all compound wells on plate p. An RZ score >3
or <�3 is scored as a statistically significant hit in the pri-
mary assay. Compounds with RZ scores >3 (activators) or
<�3 (inhibitors) were marked as “primary hits” in the ini-
tial or primary screening. This is marked as primary
screening in the Supplemental Material. Of note, there are
no known Glut1 activators. Therefore, potency compari-
sons with established compounds were not feasible.

Confirmation of Primary Screening Hits. Compounds from
the primary screen were individually taken from the chemical library
and tested in the primary assay at the three doses (0.83, 2.5, and
7.5 lM) with three replicates per dose. Using the assay described
above, we performed a confirmation study for each compound to deter-
mine if the activity observed in the primary screen (one dose, one
replicate) was reproducible and dose responsive. We dosed each com-
pound at 2.5 lM and two additional doses in the glucose uptake assay
(a half log lower and a half log higher). We then summarized the activ-
ity of each compound at each dose by calculating the median activity
from the normalized glucose update activities for the three replicates
at each dose (relative to vehicle DMSO). Compounds that demon-
strated activity at the screening dose and at least one additional dose
were selected for further studies. In the Supplemental Material, this
is considered the confirmatory screening. Of note, fluorescent com-
pounds that overlapped the excitation and emission profile of 2-NBDG
were excluded; this examination was carried out using the same assay
without HCC95 cells (medium only).

Mouse Model
Mouse studies were carried out in accordance with the Guide for

the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals as adopted the National
Institutes of Health and were approved by the UT Southwestern Insti-
tutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

Wild-type (WT) C57BL/6J mice were purchased from the Jackson
Laboratory. G1D mice were previously described (Marin-Valencia
et al., 2012; Rajasekaran et al., 2022). These mice uniformly display
frank ataxia with normal lifespan and other habits. They are also phe-
notypically superior, for this purpose, to our hemizygous mouse model
(which is hypomorphic on several aspects) (Wang et al., 2006) or to
other antisense DNA models (which harbor severe brain malforma-
tions) (Heilig et al., 2003). All of the mice were housed in humidity-
and temperature-controlled facilities on a 12-hour on/12-hour off light/
dark cycle with ad libitum access to food and water except as noted for
testing. Estrous cycle was not considered.

Drug and Glucose Administration to Mice, Locomotor Testing
Sequence, and Statistical Analysis

Habituation to the testing environment and locomotion recording
were performed within the 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. period (i.e., in the light
phase of the day cycle). Figure 3 and Fig. 4 illustrate the drug admin-
istration and testing sequence for acetazolamide and baclofen, respec-
tively. The purpose of the mouse locomotor testing was not to perform
dose-response calculations but to detect locomotor impact and thus en-
able drug selection for future characterization. Therefore, we aimed to

maximize biologic impact by using doses and frequency of administra-
tion likely to be cumulative.

Acetazolamide. Twelve 9-month-old male G1D mice with a mean
body weight of 23.27 g were used. Acetazolamide (product number
A6011; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) was dissolved in saline. Dose
(200 mg/kg) and route of administration (i.p.) were based on previous
studies (Anderson et al., 1986; Czuczwar et al., 1986; Perles-Barbacaru
et al., 2012; Szczygielski et al., 2019). On testing days, animals were
habituated to the testing room for 1 hour inside their home cages. On
testing day 1, 0.2 ml of saline was administered i.p. 30 minutes prior to
locomotion testing. This was followed by a 1-hour rest interval in the
home cage. Then, 200 mg/kg i.p. acetazolamide was administered
three times at 2-hour intervals. Locomotion was again recorded 1 hour
after the first and second administrations. The times of testing relative
to injection were based on previous studies indicating that acetazol-
amide is detectable in the brain 1 hour after injection (Ichikawa et al.,
1998) and that saline injection does not raise blood mouse glucose
levels 30 minutes after injection (Zhao et al., 2017). On testing day 2,
locomotion was recorded 24 hours after the first administration of ac-
etazolamide the day before.

Baclofen. Seventeen 7-month-old male G1D mice with a mean
body weight of 21.23 g were used. Baclofen (product number B5399;
Sigma-Aldrich) was dissolved in saline. Doses (1.5 and 10 mg/kg) and
route of administration (i.p.) followed previous studies (Cryan et al.,
2004; Ebenezer and Prabhaker, 2007; Li et al., 2013; Varani et al.,
2014). On testing days, animals were placed in the testing room for
1 hour for habituation prior to testing in their home cages. The route
and times of saline and baclofen administration and testing were simi-
lar to acetazolamide except that the first and second doses of baclofen
were 1.5 mg/kg and the third dose was 10 mg/kg.

Glucose. Ten control (five females and five males) and 10 G1D
(five females and five males) mice aged 5 months were used. The mice
were fasted for 5 hours prior to the first injection. On testing day 1, lo-
comotion was recorded without the administration of saline or glucose
(product number G8270; Sigma-Aldrich). On day 2, which was the fol-
lowing day, locomotion was recorded 30 minutes after 0.2 ml i.p. saline
injection. On testing day 3, which was five days later, locomotion was
recorded 30 minutes after i.p. glucose injection at 2 g/kg of body
weight using a 0.25-g/ml glucose solution in saline. Five-microliter
blood samples were collected from mouse tail clips immediately after
locomotion recording, and glucose concentration was determined with
a Contour glucometer (Bayer, Tarrytown, NY).

A paired t test was used within each drug experimental group to ex-
amine the differences between saline and the subsequent postdrug
(acetazolamide or baclofen) locomotion sessions. For the glucose ex-
periments, the control mouse group was compared with the G1D
group at baseline using an unpaired two-sample t test, whereas a
paired sample t test was performed to compare the effects of saline
and glucose injections between the control and G1D groups.

Mouse Locomotion Analysis
Mice were daily assessed for appearance and general health

prior to locomotor testing. An illuminated, five-track rodent run-
way platform with plexiglass-separated lanes (Fig. 2) was built to
allow the video recording of the undersides of the mice through a
glass platform. This enabled the tracking of predetermined key
points of each mouse body while it traversed the runway. The mice
were untrained. Occasionally, some mice were prodded with a
blunt object to facilitate the crossing of the entire platform. These
events were not removed from analysis. Drug doses for mouse
studies were estimated from published data on dose and half-life.
We defined a testing session as a set of three trials. During a trial,
a mouse crossed the track for one dose of experimental drug, sa-
line, or no intervention. A trial was typically completed without
stopping for more than 10 seconds.
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Video Acquisition and Preprocessing
Bottom (i.e., from below the locomotion plane) view videos of the

mice were recorded using a Nikon D7200-N1406 digital SLR camera
with an 18–140 mm lens placed parallel to the platform. The videos
were recorded at 30 frames per second (fps) with a resolution of
1920 × 1080 pixels for acetazolamide and baclofen recordings and 60 fps
for all subsequent recordings. This difference in video recording temporal
resolution was due to the fact that recordings at 30 fps were sufficient
to measure the locomotor behavior of the mice after acetazolamide
and baclofen using Kinovea (version 0.9.3; https://www.kinovea.org)
while allowing for a favorable data analysis time. For subsequent glu-
cose experiments, we implemented the fully automated deep neural
network-based pose estimation package DeepLabCut (Mathis et al.,
2018; Nath et al., 2019). Although the DeepLabCut network was
trained adequately, some points recorded at 30 fps were mislabeled
because of the fragmented nature of G1D mice and body part relations
in the recorded videos. Increasing the frame rate of the camera from
30 fps to 60 fps allowed for adequate automatic extraction of pose
activity from G1D mouse videos. Optimum image resolution
required for accurate and expedient training of neural networks was
1280 × 720 pixels. Therefore, preprocessing adjusted the videos to this
resolution using a Microsoft video editor.

Locomotion Analysis of Acetazolamide and Baclofen
Acetazolamide (200 mg/kg) was injected i.p. into 12 G1D male mice

that were 7 or 9 months of age. Four sessions were conducted with the
first after a saline injection to control for the subsequent three sessions
(Fig. 3). The interval between injection and testing was 30 minutes for
saline and 1 hour for acetazolamide. Two hours after the first session
was completed, each of the three subsequent sessions was conducted
after a dose of the drug with an interval of 1 hour between sessions
and doses. Baclofen was tested using 18 G1D male mice 7 months old
after a 1.5-mg/kg i.p. dose. Three sessions included saline control, fol-
lowed by two more sessions (Fig. 4). Two hours after the first session
was completed, each of the two other sessions was conducted after a
dose of the drug with an interval of 2 hours between sessions and
doses. We also tested a second dose (10 mg/kg) in a subsequent session
that followed the last session by 3 hours. Videos recorded during these
trials were used to track the hind limbs of the mice using semiauto-
mated annotation software Kinovea.

These drugs caused visible changes in locomotion. To evaluate their
effects, pose-estimation coordinates of hind limbs were imported to
MATLAB. The speed was calculated using function ‘diff’ by dividing
the displacement by the time between any two video time frames.

Fig. 2. Locomotor testing platform. (A) Custom de-
signed mouse track apparatus. (B and C) Illumina-
tion by light emitting diodes is shown for the middle
lane of the track apparatus. This configuration en-
abled a more precise detection of mice body parts.
(D) Example labeled frame from the recorded videos.
The colored 1 signs on the plot represent manual an-
notations used for training the network. Four points
are marked on the track (white box) and used as a
length calibration for post hoc analysis.

Fig. 3. Diagram of mouse acetazolamide injection studies. Schedule of
events used for the testing of acetazolamide effects on G1D and control
(WT) mice. Every other block in the diagram indicates how much time has
elapsed along with what action is performed at that point in the timeline.
Since each mouse takes an average of 5 minutes to complete each locomo-
tor session, 5 minutes are added to the total time elapsed going forward
in the timeline. Injection times per mouse are excluded from the total
elapsed time since injections take less than a minute to administer and
are thus negligible.

Fig. 4. Diagram of mouse baclofen injection studies. Schedule followed
for testing baclofen on G1D and control (WT) mice. The timeline for
the baclofen drug is similar to that of acetazolamide (Fig. 3) except
that the third injection and subsequent locomotor session are replaced
with a longer pause before the second dose followed by a larger over-
night dose.
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MATLAB ‘pdist’ function was used to obtain the Euclidean distance
between the hind paws (i.e., gait width). The stationary gait width
was calculated within the first 500 milliseconds of mouse placement on
the track, with the stationary period defined as lack of any movement
velocity greater than 5 cm/s. Subsequently, moving gait width and
speed were similarly computed for movement speeds above 5 cm/s.
Stride was evaluated using a speed versus the x-coordinate graph of
the limb. In this manner, multiple speeds were detected. The area be-
tween a speed value below zero and the next consecutive value below zero
represented one swing motion. The distance between two consecutive
minimum speeds was defined as the stride length, whereas the average
swing speed was calculated by averaging the speed values between two
consecutive minimum speed values. These seven parameters sufficed to
statistically determine significant changes induced by the drugs.

Automation of Pose Estimation by Deep Neural Networks
The semiautomated testing of acetazolamide and baclofen described

above was sufficient with only the two hind limbs tracked, as the
changes in locomotion were salient. However, we expanded the track-
ing to multiple body parts to analyze more subtle changes that the
drugs may potentially cause. Because of the ataxic locomotion of G1D
mice, multipoint tracking of mouse body parts proved imprecise using
Kinovea (Shishov et al., 2021). Thus, we used a deep neural network
for completely automated pose estimation.

DeepLabCut 2.2.0.2 was used for automated tracking of body parts
in the recorded videos. This was tested for no injection and for saline
and glucose administrations. Ten G1D mice and 10 littermate control
mice 7 months old with half of each group comprising males were
tested in three sessions: baseline, saline, and glucose administrations.
To propitiate metabolic homogeneity, the mice fasted from 9:30 a.m.

to 2:30 p.m. for all three sessions. Blood glucose was measured using a
Contour Next EZ glucometer. Baseline sessions were conducted the
day before saline, and glucose sessions were performed five days later.
Saline injection volume was 0.2 ml for all mice. Glucose dose was 2
mg/g dissolved in the same volume. Injections were followed by a 15-
minute pause before placement on the track.

Deep Learning Neural Network Tracking Dataset. From
60 videos (three sessions including 20 mice), the six videos that dis-
played the most diversity with respect to mouse behavior and lighting
were selected for training. Five additional videos with different camera
angle and zoom settings were also selected. Using a k-means algo-
rithm, 350 frames were selected from these 11 videos. On these frames,
12 points were manually labeled with precision, with eight body parts
on each mouse and four points on the track for calibration (Fig. 5A).

Network Training and Performance Evaluation. The train-
ing dataset was created using the ImageNet pretrained ResNet-50
architecture (Mathis et al., 2020). To mitigate motion blur, an ‘imgaug’
method was chosen for data augmentation. The training was per-
formed using 95% of the annotated frames, whereas 5% of the frames
were used for evaluating the network. The evaluation was accessed af-
ter 500,000 iterations to determine the best fit model. The final model
was created using 1.03 million iterations, which had a combined train
error of 1.48 pixels and a test error of 9.31 pixels for all labeled parts.

Tracking of Novel Videos. Using the trained model, all of the
recorded videos—54 novel and the six used for training—were ana-
lyzed. The results were saved in Excel. Labeled videos were created to
verify the performance of the network for both control and G1D mice.
The purpose was to relabel any outlier frames and add to the training
dataset any outlier frames for retraining the network. However, the
prediction on the final labeled videos was satisfactory, and the model
was therefore not retrained.
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Fig. 5. Locomotor effects of glu-
cose injections. (A) Picture taken
from video illustrating body parts
and calibration points that were
tracked by DeepLabCut. (B) Ex-
ample PCA plot generated using
the feature set of 49 behavioral
parameters shows the separation
between the two cohorts of mice at
baseline. Control (WT) and G1D
mice are represented by red and
blue, respectively. (C) Parameters
that displayed statistical signifi-
cance for the G1D group after
glucose injections. The top row
illustrates average speed and rate
of change of speed of left hind
limb and of tail base (left to right)
for G1D mice. The bottom row
displays average speed and rate
of change of speed of left hind
limb and of tail base (left to
right) of control mice. Paired
t test with a 5 0.05 was per-
formed on these comparisons
(* and ** stand for P < 0.05
and P # 0.01, respectively).
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Preprocessing and Data Optimization. The Excel datasheets
were imported into MATLAB. Each labeled mouse part contained
three values: x-coordinate in pixels, y-coordinate in pixels, and
the likelihood of the prediction being accurate. Euclidian pixel
distance values were converted to centimeters using four points
marking the track for calibration. Even while displaying a low
error rate, the network did detect rare outliers in several frames.
For instance, the paws of the animals were not touching the plex-
iglass while being placed on the platform (first few seconds).
Therefore, we set a low threshold for likelihood and then filtered
and interpolated the data to facilitate automated tracking. A low-
likelihood threshold (p-cutoff) was selected to include all of the
high-confidence and the majority of low-confidence data points.
The low-confidence points were included to not have gaps in

tracking values, and any outliers would later be removed during
preprocessing. A low likelihood threshold of 0.09 (9% likelihood)
was selected after inspecting the evaluation test error rate (Table
1). A histogram with a nonparametric kernel-smoothing distribu-
tion was generated for the y-coordinate values using the MAT-
LAB ‘histfit’ function (Fig. 6C). All values beyond certain lower
and upper threshold limits in the histogram, which were set us-
ing the normal range of motion possible on the track, were dis-
carded and the final data were interpolated using the ‘interpl’
function (Fig. 6, A and B).

Behavioral Profiling Parameters. A total of 49 locomotor
measures were extracted from the selected data (Table 2). These
measures were based on both stationary and movement parameters
of the mice. Parameters were calculated for the first forward motion
on the track (half lap), one stationary period, and the entire duration
on the track. The first half lap on the track and one stationary period
were extracted manually using the function ‘ginput’ in MATLAB. The
body parts analyzed, the duration for which the feature was extracted,
and the nature of the feature (temporal/spatial) are in Table 2. The
definitions of the features are in Table 3.

Statistical Analysis
Statistical tests employed MATLAB R2021a and GraphPad Prism 9.

Two-sample t tests (MATLAB’s ‘ttest2’) were used to calculate control
relative to G1D group differences. Student’s paired t test (MATLAB
‘ttest’) was used to compare changes due to saline and glucose injections
within each group. P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Principal Component Analysis
To visualize differences between different trials and groups, clus-

ter analysis was performed using MATLAB principal component
analysis algorithm ‘pca’. All 49 parameters described above (Table 2)
constituted the feature set for pca, which was used to compare

TABLE 1
Evaluation of error test rates using DeepLabCut
Errors were obtained after evaluating the trained DeepLabCut network
with multiple p-cutoff values. Error values were calculated as the dis-
tance (in pixels) between the labels marked by DeepLabCut network
and the scorer. The results displayed here were generated using
p-cutoff (likelihood) ranging from 0.09 to 0.9. These values were then
used to determine the appropriate p-cutoff value for thresholding.

P-Cutoff Used Train Error with P-Cutoff Test Error with P-Cutoff

0.09 1.2 3.84
0.1 1.2 3.84
0.2 1.2 3.84
0.3 1.2 3.37
0.4 1.2 3.37
0.5 1.2 3.37
0.6 1.2 3.33
0.7 1.2 3.33
0.8 1.2 3.31
0.9 1.2 3.17

Fig. 6. Locomotor data preprocessing. (A and B) X- and y-coordinate data of left hind limb before preprocessing (red) and after preprocessing
(black). (C) Output of the MATLAB’s ‘histfit’ function with kernel-smoothing distribution used for preprocessing poses estimation data. After
appropriate thresholding, the representative green shaded box region was retained, which helped remove outliers (outlier peak is highlighted
by a red downward facing arrow). (D) Example spatial parameters that were generated. Angle between two red lines (snout to tail base and
tail base to left hind limb) was recorded as stride angle. The black line separating the hind limb represents the hind limb width, whereas the
hind limb separation from the body was calculated as the sum of two perpendicular yellow lines. The green shaded polygon represents the
mean limb area.
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baseline with saline, saline with glucose, and baseline with glucose
for both groups of mice. Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) was im-
plemented on the principal component values to determine the com-
ponents that displayed maximum class separation. To evaluate this
classification, a confusion chart was generated for observing the true
labels and predicted labels. Subsequently, one-way multivariate analy-
sis of variance (‘manova1’ in MATLAB) was performed on the principal
components to determine the statistical significance of the group mean
classification. This statistical model provided a robust method for
quantifying the cluster separation.

Results
High-Throughput Screening

Our adaption of a commercial protocol (Cayman, Inc.) from
a 96-well assay format to a 384-well format proved suitable for
HTS. The optimal HCC95 cell number per well was 8500, and

the incubation times for glucose starvation and 2-NBDG were
optimized to 24 and 20 hours, respectively, which maximized
the assay time window. For positive control (e.g., increased up-
take of 2-NBDG), we used a 2-fold higher concentration of
2-NBDG compared with DMSO control wells and the wells
where the chemical library was added (columns 3–22). The as-
say was unaffected by DMSO concentrations up to 0.5%. Auto-
mated media exchange further afforded Z’ factors of �0.62,
thus indicating HTS assay robustness (Zhang et al., 1999).
Figure 1 illustrates typical plate results obtained from the

screening of a clinical/preclinical drugs collection (Prestwick
Chemical Libraries and NIH Clinical Collection) and a diver-
sity-based pilot library of 9967 druglike small molecules. Com-
pounds from both libraries were scored for activity (% effect
relative to control and RZ score; see methods and Fig. 1). Ten
glucose transport activators were confirmed from the approved

TABLE 2
Locomotor parameters that characterize mouse gait
These 49 features were calculated from the pose coordinates of the mice placed on the testing platform track. Every feature is associated with the body
parts analyzed and the duration on the track for which it was calculated. The 49 features segregate into 31 temporal and 18 spatial features.

Number Feature Body Part Analyzed Duration on Track Feature Type

1 Mean speed Left hind limb All laps Temporal
2 Median speed Left hind limb All laps Temporal
3 Mean speed Left hind limb Half lap Temporal
4 Median speed Left hind limb Half lap Temporal
5 Mean speed Tail base All laps Temporal
6 Median speed Tail base All laps Temporal
7 Mean speed Tail base Half lap Temporal
8 Median speed Tail base Half lap Temporal
9 Mean rate of change of speed Left hind limb All laps Temporal
10 Median rate of change of speed Left hind limb All laps Temporal
11 Mean rate of change of speed Left hind limb Half lap Temporal
12 Median rate of change of speed Left hind limb Half lap Temporal
13 Mean rate of change of speed Tail base All laps Temporal
14 Median rate of change of speed Tail base All laps Temporal
15 Mean rate of change of speed Tail base Half lap Temporal
16 Median rate of change of speed Tail base Half lap Temporal
17 Mean forward speed smoothness Left hind limb All laps Temporal
18 Mean forward speed smoothness Left hind limb Half lap Temporal
19 Mean lateral speed smoothness Left hind limb All laps Temporal
20 Mean lateral speed smoothness Left hind limb Half lap Temporal
21 Mean forward speed smoothness Left hind limb Stationary period Temporal
22 Mean lateral speed smoothness Left hind limb Stationary period Temporal
23 Mean forward speed smoothness Tail base All laps Temporal
24 Mean forward speed smoothness Tail base Half lap Temporal
25 Mean lateral speed smoothness Tail base All laps Temporal
26 Mean lateral speed smoothness Tail base Half lap Temporal
27 Half lap time Left hind limb Half lap Temporal
28 Number of jerks Left hind limb Half lap Temporal
29 Maximum stride speed Left hind limb Half lap Temporal
30 Mean stride speed Left hind limb Half lap Temporal
31 Stride speed variation Left hind limb Half lap Temporal
32 Mean stride angle Left hind limb and axis of the body Half lap Spatial
33 Median stride angle Left hind limb and axis of the body Half lap Spatial
34 Mean hind-limb width Both hind limbs Half lap Spatial
35 Median hind-limb width Both hind limbs Half lap Spatial
36 Mean hind-limb width Both hind limbs Stationary period Spatial
37 Median hind-limb width Both hind limbs Stationary period Spatial
38 Mean hind limb separation from the body Both hind limbs and axis of the body Half lap Spatial
39 Median hind limb separation from the body Both hind limbs and axis of the body Half lap Spatial
40 Mean hind limb separation from the body Both hind limbs and axis of the body Stationary period Spatial
41 Median hind limb separation from the body Both hind limbs and axis of the body Stationary period Spatial
42 Mean limb area All four limbs Half lap Spatial
43 Median limb area All four limbs Half lap Spatial
44 Mean limb area All four limbs Stationary period Spatial
45 Median limb area All four limbs Stationary period Spatial
46 Mean stride length Left hind limb Half lap Spatial
47 Maximum stride length Left hind limb Half lap Spatial
48 Mean stride length Left hind limb Half lap Spatial
49 Stride length variation Left hind limb Half lap Spatial
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or preclinical drugs (Supplemental Excel File 1), and 32 addi-
tional activators were identified from the diversity-based pilot
library. Supplemental Table 1 includes a summary of the uses
and other information available for the approved or preclinical
drugs. Of these 42 activators, 37 were compounds not previ-
ously described in Glut1 or glucose transport–related studies.
Two inhibitors were identified from the approved/preclinical
drugs and seven from the diversity-based pilot library. None
of the nine inhibitors have been previously described in
Glut1-related studies. Four compounds that were positive in an
initial screen were not further pursued because of fluorescence
(verteporfin, metformin, pyrvinium pamoate, and auranofin).
These results are summarized in Table 4 and provided in

full in Supplemental Tables 1–8. These tables divide the re-
sults into primary and confirmatory screening results. Specifi-
cally, Supplemental Table 1 presents salient literature on top
Prestwick-NIH glucose transport activators relevant to Glut1-
related aspects, Supplemental Table 2 lists 91 NIH-Prestwick
activators from the initial screening, Supplemental Table 3
lists six NIH and Prestwick inhibitors identified in the initial
screening, Supplemental Table 4 lists 30 NIH and Prestwick
activators and inhibitors that proceeded to dose response and
autofluorescence confirmation, Supplemental Table 5 lists six
NIH and Prestwick activators without autofluorescence and
confirmation at all three doses, Supplemental Table 6 indi-
cates four NIH-Prestwick activators without autofluorescence
and confirmation at two doses, Supplemental Table 7 lists 8K

diversity screen activators and inhibitors, and Supplemental
Table 8 lists seven inhibitors confirmed from the 8K diversity li-
brary. Supplemental Excel Files 1–7 give the chemical struc-
tures, Z scores, and catalog numbers for the activator and
inhibitor compounds. Specifically, Supplemental Excel File 1 lists
primary screening activator results for Prestwick and NIH li-
braries, Supplemental Excel File 2 lists primary screening inhibi-
tor results for Prestwick and NIH libraries, Supplemental Excel
File 3 lists confirmatory screening activator and inhibitor results
for Prestwick and NIH libraries, Supplemental Excel File 4 lists
primary screening activator results for the 8K diversity library,
Supplemental Excel File 5 lists primary screening inhibitor re-
sults for the 8K diversity library, Supplemental Excel File 6 lists
confirmatory screening activator results for the 8K diversity li-
brary, and Supplemental Excel File 7 lists confirmatory screen-
ing inhibitor results for the 8K diversity library.

Initial Testing of Drug Effects on Locomotion

To test behavioral effects, two activators were injected into
mice. Figure 7 demonstrates the effect of acetazolamide and
baclofen on the gait of G1D mice. Gait parameters after 1 hour
and 5 hours of first acetazolamide injections were compared
with saline injections. Stationary gait width increased signifi-
cantly after 1 hour (P < 0.001; Fig. 7A) and after 5 hours of
injecting the first dose (P < 0.05; Fig. 7B). These effects were
reversible 24 hours after injection (not shown). We also as-
sessed the effects of baclofen injections at different points

TABLE 3
Description of the movement parameters
The movement features cited in Table 2 are defined in this table.

Feature Definition of Feature

Speed Magnitude of the difference in the position of the limb/paw between two successive frames
divided by the interframe duration. Mean and median speeds were calculated for both x- and

y-coordinates for all cited motion types.
Rate of Change of Speed Difference in the instantaneous speed between two successive frames divided by the

interframe duration.
Speed Smoothness/Spectral Arc Length Smoothness of speed of a limb using MATLAB’s ‘fft’ function (Jakkamsetti et al., 2021).
Stride Angle Angle of the limb calculated from the axis of the body at the end of a forward stride. This

can estimate if the stance is narrow or wide.
Hind Limb Width Euclidean distance between the hind limbs of the mouse.
Hind Limb Separation from Body Perpendicular distance of the hind-limb paws from the axis of the body (snout to tail base).
Limb Area Area of the polygon subtended by all four limbs of the mouse.
Half Lap Time Time spent by the mouse in completing a half a track (one forward motion) (i.e., one length

of the track).
Number of Jerks Sudden increases in the speed of the limb during the first half track movement were

recorded. This parameter is the total number of such jerks during one forward motion.
Stride Length Distance between two consecutive minimum speed values (would mean that the limb is in

contact with the surface) on speed vs. x-coordinate (distance) graph of left foot. It was
calculated for one forward motion (half a track), similar to acetazolamide and baclofen

methods.
Stride Speed Minimum speed in speed vs. distance graph were further evaluated. Average of speed values

between two consecutive minimum speed values was recorded as stride speed.

TABLE 4
Numbers of activators and inhibitors of glucose transport identified in HCC95 cells via high-throughput screening

Library Compounds Screened

Activators Inhibitors

Confirmed Novelb Confirmed Novelb

Prestwick Chemical 1200 8 4 1 1
NIH Clinical Collection 446 2 1 1 1
UT Southwestern Diversity Pilota 8000 32 32 7 7
Total 9646 42 37 9 9

aRepresentative of �200,000 compounds.
bConfirmed compounds that have not been previously described in association with Glut1 or glucose transport.
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compared with saline injections. Several parameters dem-
onstrated a significant change (Fig. 7, C and D). Average
swing speed of the paw displayed changes that were close
to attaining significance (P 5 0.051; Fig. 7C). We also ob-
served that stride length decreased significantly 1 hour af-
ter baclofen compared with saline (P < 0.05; Fig. 7D).

In-Depth Determination of Locomotor Parameters That
Differentiate G1D from Control Mice

Because of the inhomogeneity in the significance of the baclo-
fen results (Fig. 7, C and D) and to expedite the testing of the
drugs [i.e., analyzing one drug dose consumed about 3 hours in
the manual analysis of a group of five mice using the Kinovea
video annotation tool (version 0.9.3)], we extracted a larger
number of features from the videos using deep learning neural
network tracking. The resulting expediency also eliminated po-
tential bias implicit in the manual analysis of the results while
improving the quality and reliability of the data being recorded.
Of 49 features identified via deep neural network analysis, 27

(55%) proved statistically significant (Student’s t test, a 5 0.05)
for differentiating G1D from control mice (Tables 2 and 3). Prin-
cipal component analysis (PCA) revealed a clear separation be-
tween the two populations (Fig. 5B). Principal components 1, 2,
and 3 together explained 61.7% of the total variation between
the control and G1D groups. The parameter of half lap time ex-
erted the most influence on principal component 1, whereas
mean tail base rate of change of speed for one lap was the larg-
est contributor to the variation in principal component 2. In prin-
cipal component 3, the greatest influence was mean speed of tail
base for the entire duration on the track. This indicated that
most of the variation between the control and G1D mice was
due to temporal (i.e., movement) parameters of these mice. The

time required to prepare a dataset and train the DeepLabCut
network for 1.03 million iterations was approximately 48 hours.
Once the network was trained to produce satisfactory tracking,
it was used to extract pose from 20 mice for three trials. Extract-
ing pose from one mouse video took approximately 7 minutes
without any human intervention.

Saline and Glucose Effects

These parameters allowed us to test the effects of saline or
glucose administration on locomotion. Saline injections were as-
sociated with increased blood glucose concentrations compared
with baseline trials in G1D mice (Fig. 8). This was not observed
in control mice. We detected a significant increase in blood glu-
cose concentration after glucose injections in both groups. In
G1D mice, measures of average speed of left hind limb, average
rate of speed of left hind limb, average speed of tail base, and
average rate of speed of tail base for the entire duration on the
track demonstrated a significant change for saline relative to
glucose and baseline relative to glucose (Fig. 5). These parame-
ters were also different for control mice, albeit at a different
level of statistical significance.
We also used the feature set of 49 parameters to perform

PCA and determine the greatest cluster separation using lin-
ear discriminant analysis (LDA). As described in the methods,
we performed multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) on
these LDAs for all comparisons among baseline, saline, and
glucose measurements. The results, shown in Table 5, for all
seven comparisons were significant for d 5 1, which enabled
us to reliably reject the null hypothesis that the means of each
group in the comparison were the same and that any differ-
ence observed in the sample set was due to random chance.

Fig. 7. Locomotor effects of acet-
azolamide and baclofen. (A) Effect
of acetazolamide 1 hour after in-
jection. Stationary gait increases
with high significance. (B) Station-
ary gait width after 5 hours of
acetazolamide is higher than at
saline after 5 hours of first injec-
tion. (C and D) Effect of baclofen
1 hour after injection. Stride length
significantly decreases after 1 hour
of administration. Average swing
speed decreases with near signifi-
cance. (*, **, and *** stand for
P < 0.05, P # 0.01, and P # 0.001,
respectively.)

Fig. 8. Glucose levels and weights during glucose lo-
comotor testing. Blood glucose levels of G1D mice
(A) and control (WT) mice (B) of various weights mea-
sured after each session on the locomotor track. The
blood glucose level of each mouse was measured at
baseline on the first day (blue data points), followed
by a saline injection on the second day (red), and
finally with a glucose injection on the third testing day
(green). Males and females are represented by trian-
gles and dots, respectively.
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Sex and Body Weight Effects

Because control and G1D mice exhibited different glucose
level responses to saline injection, we investigated factors that
may impact this response. Thus, we elucidated the effect of
sex on mouse weight and blood glucose levels and further
characterized saline effects on blood glucose in control relative
to G1D mice by comparing the body weights of the 10 control
and 10 G1D mice used in saline and glucose studies. As previ-
ously noted, (Marin-Valencia et al., 2012), G1D mice weighed
less than control. The body weight of control and G1D mice
was 24.30 ± 1.17 g and 18.40 ± 0.91 g, respectively (mean ±
S.E.M., n 5 10, P < 0.01). This difference was accentuated for
G1D females relative to G1D males (Supplemental Fig. 1).
Blood glucose concentration was greater in male G1D mice at
baseline and after saline injections, but no difference was
noted in control mice (Supplemental Fig. 2, A and B). Blood
glucose level at baseline and after saline injection in G1D fe-
male mice was 81.00 ± 3.03 mg/dl and 102 ± 1.50 mg/dl, re-
spectively (mean ± S.E.M., n 5 5, P < 0.01). The same level in
male G1D mice at baseline and after saline injection was
111.8 ± 7.39 mg/dl and 126.2 ± 7.22 mg/dl (n 5 5, P < 0.05).
We also examined the sex differences in locomotion in G1D
mice at baseline and after saline injections for the four motor
parameters that were presented in Fig. 5. Male and females
were significantly different in speed and rate of change of
speed only at baseline (Supplemental Fig. 2C) but not after
saline injections (Supplemental Fig. 2D).

Discussion
We evaluated accumulation of the glucose analog 2-NBDG

in HCC95 cells because they express Glut1 at greater abun-
dance than other glucose transporters (Goodwin et al., 2017b).
Glut1 in these cells is functional in the plasma membrane, as
its expression is driven by aberrant phosphoinositide 3-kinase
(PI3K)-mediated translational stabilization of hypoxia-inducible
factor (HIF)-1a. These properties enabled us to attribute
changes in the accumulation of the reporter to Glut1 mediated
transport and/or to other unknown mechanisms. In contrast
with 5TGM1 myeloma cells (D’Souza et al., 2022), L929 fibro-
blasts (Hamilton et al., 2021), or T cells (Sinclair et al., 2020),
where 2-NBDG or 2-deoxyglucose entry measured over 4 to
60 minutes is mediated or complemented by Glut1-indepen-
dent mechanisms, 2-NBDG enters (and exits) HCC95 cells via
Glut1 (Goodwin et al., 2017a). The dominant facilitation by

Glut1 of native glucose transport, and the mechanism that
enables this facilitation, is more robustly substantiated for
HCC95 than for most other cell types by studies of its related
in vivo tumors and xenografts using 18Fluoro-2-deoxy-glu-
cose, 2-deoxy-D-glucose, and the Glut1 inhibitor WZB117
(Goodwin et al., 2017a). HCC95 Glut1 levels are modulable
and biologically impactful. For example, changes in expres-
sion of Glut1 by this cancer cell are relevant beyond glucose
transport, as expression level is associated with glycolysis,
tumor growth and patient death rates (Goodwin et al.,
2017b). Thus, the exposure of HCC95 cells to the 2-NBDG re-
porter allowed us, in the context of control assays used for
comparison, to identify in an unbiased manner activator and
inhibitor compounds previously unknown or understudied in
relation to Glut1 or glucose transport.
Only modest glucose transport increases such as those expe-

rienced postprandially are beneficial to G1D patients (von
Moers et al., 2002; Akman et al., 2010; Koy et al., 2011; Pa-
rolin et al., 2011; Rajasekaran et al., 2022). This suggests that
relatively small (i.e., below 2-fold) changes in net glucose
transport can significantly ameliorate brain dysfunction in
G1D. Thus, for any drug(s) to be potentially clinically useful,
only a relatively modest increase on glucose transport activity
may suffice. In contrast, excessive transport augmentation
may be undesirable as illustrated by toxic Glut1 gain of func-
tion with consequent overstimulation of glycolysis (Allaman
et al., 2015). This contention made us defer studying alterna-
tive approaches characterized by more vigorous or poorly regu-
lable gain of function such as gene therapy as currently
conceived.
Among the Prestwick and NIH Clinical Collection com-

pounds, 10 are activators and two are inhibitors of glucose
transport. Among the former are nine drugs used in disorders
unrelated to glucose metabolism. The remaining activating
drug (vanoxerine or GBR 12909 dihydrochloride), which is not
approved for clinical use, has been studied in humans but is
toxic. Most of these drugs are available in oral formulations.
Only four have been used in neurologic diseases (acetazol-
amide, baclofen, vanoxerine, and idebenone). One compound
has limited data for systemic bioavailability and is used topi-
cally (clotrimazole). Some of these transport activating drugs
(hesperidin, itraconazole, and telmisartan) have been studied
in cell line or animal models for Glut1 mRNA and/or protein
expression (Yang et al., 2013; Zhou et al., 2017; Popovi�c et al.,
2019). However, only one study demonstrated increased Glut1
activation by telmisartan (Zhou et al., 2017), with the other
two compounds being associated with Glut1 suppression.
The remaining 32 activators and seven inhibitors identified

from the pilot library represent classes of large numbers of de-
rivatives and are novel. To our knowledge, they have not been
studied preclinically or in cell lines or animals. The effect of
these compounds on glucose transport is similar to or greater
than those above.
We used ventral-view videos of spontaneous mouse locomo-

tion. Quantification of the motor difficulties of G1D patients
has remained elusive. Our deep learning-based approach for
quantifying various performance parameters in G1D mice
may be applicable to patients. Using DeepLabCut (Mathis
et al., 2018; Nath et al., 2019), we have generated a robust
tool for G1D mouse part tracking. Glucose administration pro-
vided proof of concept for the automated tracking of mouse
behavior and validated the expanded locomotor parameter

TABLE 5
Multivariate analysis of variance on baseline, saline, and glucose injec-
tion effects
MANOVA was performed on the principal component analysis values
exhibiting the greatest cluster separation to compare the sample
means. The d value for all of the MANOVA comparisons was 1, and as-
sociated P values are given in the table. D 5 1 stands for rejecting the
null hypothesis that the sample means are the same vector, but there
is not enough evidence to reject that they lie on the same line. Control
indicates normal littermate mice.

Group 1 Group 2 MANOVA P Value

G1D Baseline Control Baseline 2.62E-08
G1D Baseline G1D Saline 0.0052
G1D Saline G1D Glucose 2.87E-04
G1D Baseline G1D Glucose 7.87E-04
Control Baseline Control Saline 4.05E-04
Control Saline Control Glucose 2.42E-04
Control Baseline Control Glucose 0.0044
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set. Importantly, 55% of the parameters of the set reported
differences between control and G1D mice. After glucose ad-
ministration, the speed parameters were significantly lower
even for a small stretch of run on the track (half lap). This,
along with a lower rate of change of speed, also suggests that
glucose induces a more balanced and stable gait, similar to
baclofen. Strikingly, one-way multivariate analysis of variance
test on PCA values for all comparisons yielded a significant
cluster separation for both saline and glucose injection when
compared with baseline, both for control and G1D mice. Intra-
peritoneal injections can cause motor performance changes
(Lapin, 1995), and this may account for the cluster separation
for baseline and saline in both groups of mice. We found that a
significant sex difference in body weight for G1D mice might
account for the sex dependence of the glucose and motor ef-
fects (Supplemental Fig. 1). Another cause could be a sex dif-
ference in renal Glut1 expression level. Notably, even with a
relatively small sample size (n 5 5 mice in each group), our
methodology was robust enough to discern gender differences
in foot speed and rate of change of speed at baseline associated
with a difference in blood glucose concentration. Nevertheless,
a greater number of mice would likely be needed for further
motor analyses based on sex.
Among our activator drugs, some have been sporadically

used in G1D. However, in all likelihood, ineffective drugs re-
main unreported. In this context, acetazolamide has been used
to treat episodic motor and other dysfunction (Anheim et al.,
2011; Chambon et al., 2013; Ramm-Pettersen et al., 2013; Tcha-
pyjnikov and Mikati, 2018) (n 5 71 patient observations in
G1D epilepsy; J. M. Pascual, unpublished data). This is based
on an unsystematic, trial-and-error approach (Klepper et al.,
2020; Cervenka et al., 2021). Caution must be exercised to as-
sign beneficial or detrimental effects to isolated locomotor fea-
tures. For example, 1 hour after acetazolamide administration,
several mouse performance parameters exhibited a ‘negative’ or
deviating from normal impact. We observed an increase in sta-
tionary gait-width after 1 hour of acetazolamide injection that
persisted for 5 hours. Increase in gait width has been associated
with lesions (Gadalla et al., 2014), but see below.
Another example of transport activator used in G1D is baclo-

fen, which has been employed for a movement disorder (Hanci
et al., 2018) (n 5 8 patient observations; J. M. Pascual, unpub-
lished data), but sedation has precluded further evaluation.
One hour after baclofen administration, G1D mouse average
swing speed decreases and is close to attaining significance.
Stride length decreases significantly. This may indicate that
the mice increase balance by reducing the vertical center of
mass motion as humans do (Orendurff et al., 2004), signifying
a more balanced gait, with the mice taking slower or more
steady steps relative to the rapid and excessively fragmented
gait characteristic of G1D mice.
These observations help situate the locomotor parameter

evaluation into context. Human gait is a dynamic composite of
multiple postural relations such that a change in a parameter
does not necessarily convey a negative impact on locomotion.
For example, broadening of gait may be considered a compen-
sation for, rather than a manifestation of, the mechanism re-
sponsible for ataxia. Attempting locomotion with a narrow
gait base in ataxia can lead to falls. Thus, further studies may
be necessary to elucidate the overall impact of a drug on hu-
man locomotion when this cannot be directly inferred from
mouse data.

In conclusion, we have identified compounds with significant
potential to stimulate or inhibit cellular glucose transport and
have developed a method to assess their whole-organism im-
pact via automated mouse behavioral analysis. To our knowl-
edge, few or no stimulators have been previously described.
However, the screening approach we used for the activators
does not differentiate between increased kinetics of glucose
transport at the individual transporter level versus increased
levels of overall protein, among other molecular mechanism
possibilities. The same considerations apply to inhibitors. Thus,
future work will study the compounds at a mechanistic level.
Mechanism is important in G1D because disease-causing muta-
tions may act via a variety of effects, including changes in
Glut1 production, posttranslational modification, localization,
regulation, aggregation, recycling from the cell membrane, or
catalytic activity (Pascual et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2015; Meyer
et al., 2018); and these may prove differentially susceptible to
drug modulation. This diversity in mechanistic selectivity may
not be as relevant in non-genetic forms of Glut1 dysfunction
such as dementia, where the nature of Glut1 dysfunction is
more uniform and activation via one, or more than one but ho-
mogeneous pharmacological mechanisms may be sufficient for
clinical benefit. It is possible that the identified compounds
target multiple mechanisms. In this instance, leveraging dif-
ferent Glut1 or glucose transport activation or suppression
mechanisms may enable synergistic combination therapies.
Overall, the drugs for which clinical or preclinical data exist
have the greatest potential to prove useful in brain glucose defi-
ciency disorders. However, the drugs from the pilot library and
their derivative compounds may represent a greater long-term
opportunity to identify a larger array of high-potency Glut1 or
glucose transport activators and inhibitors.
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